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Kundalini Yoga Meditation 

Meditation in Kundalini Yoga contains specific, practical tools that  care-
fully and precisely support the mind and guide the body through  the use 
of  breath, mantra, mudra, and focus. The range and variety of   medita-
tion techniques in the Kundalini Yoga tradition is truly  extraordinary. 
While there exist many, many styles and approaches  to meditation, what 
sets this approach to meditation apart is its  precision, effectiveness, and 
practicality.  
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Kriya 

The word kriya means action. It is an action that leads to a complete  
manifestation like a seed leads to a bloom, a thought into actuality, a  de-
sire to commitment. In Kundalini Yoga, a kriya is a series of  postures,  
breath, and sound that work toward a specific outcome. Practicing a  
kriya initiates a sequence of  physical and mental changes that affect the  
body, mind, and spirit simultaneously.  

Eye Focus  

Many meditations and kriyas in Kundalini Yoga specify an exact  point 
of  focus for the eyes. Directing the gaze physically impacts the  optic 
nerve as it travels from the eyes to the center of  the brain. During  medi-
tation and other activities, different eye positions cause the optic  nerve 
to apply variable pressures to major glands and gray matter. More  than 
just reducing external distractions, the eye focus is a powerful  meditation 
technique. When no specific eye focus is given for a  meditation or kriya, 
the eyes should be kept closed. Keeping the eyes  closed during Kundali-
ni Yoga kriyas and meditations encourages an  inner focus. In addition to 
physical effects, focusing the eyes acts as a  mental focus, allowing the 
mind to more readily reach aware stillness  during meditation. 

Mudra 

Hands are more than just functional; they are an energy map of  our  
consciousness and health. Each area of  the hand corresponds to a  cer-
tain area of  the body and to different emotions and behaviors. By  curl-
ing, crossing, stretching, and touching the fingers and palms, we can  ef-
fectively talk to the body and mind. The position the hand takes is  called 
a mudra and is a technique for giving clear messages to the mind- body 
energy system.Just as letters are combined in a multitude of  ways  to 
form different words, so can the fingers build an array of  mudras.  
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Mantra 

Mantra is the use of  sound to affect consciousness; man means mind and  
trang means wave or projection. There is a vibratory frequency that  cor-
responds to everything in the Universe. The vibratory  frequency of  a 
mantra draws to you whatever you are vibrating.  You are like a magnet 
attracting vibrations to you by what you send  out. As a vibration, a 
mood, a state of  being that results from chanting,  mantra is compatible 
with all belief  systems.   

40-90-120-1000 Day Meditations 

There is a common saying, “You are what you eat.” In the yogic sci-
ences,  there is another saying. “Your habits define you.”  

Every single kriya or meditation in Kundalini Yoga changes us in very  
specific ways. If  you practice a kriya a few times, you receive a  wonder-
ful benefit. But if  you want to permanently change your habits,  and re-
alize the full effects of  the kriya, this is what you can do:  
  
Practice a particular kriya or mantra every single day for the same  
amount of  time. Based on the number of  days you do this, here is how it  
will affect your habits.  
  
40 Days: Practice every day for 40 days straight. This will break any  
negative habits that block you from the expansion possible through the  
kriya or mantra.  

90 Days: Practice every day for 90 days straight. This will establish a  
new habit in your conscious and subconscious minds based on the effect  
of  the kriya or mantra. It will change you in a very deep way.  
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120 Days: Practice every day for 120 days straight. This will confirm  the 
new habit of  consciousness created by the kriya or mantra. The  positive 
benefits of  the kriya get integrated permanently into your  psyche.  

1000 Days: Practice every day for 1000 days straight. This will allow  
you to master the new habit of  consciousness that the kriya or mantra  
has promised. No matter what the challenge, you can call on this new  
habit to serve you.  

A Shift in Perspective 

Remember, a habit is a subconscious chain reaction between the mind,  
the glandular system and the nervous system. We develop habits at a  
very young age. Some of  them serve our highest destiny. Some of  them  
do not. By doing a 40, 90, 120 or 1000 day meditation/sadhana, you 
can  rewire that chain reaction. You can develop new, deeply ingrained  
habits that serve your highest good.  
  
 “One part of  sadhana should stay constant long enough for you to master, or at 
least,  experience the changes evoked by a single technique. Each kriya and mantra 
has its  individual effects, although they all elevate you toward a cosmic conscious-
ness. Learn  to value the pricelessness of  one kriya, and all others will be under-
stood in a clearer light.”   

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 –Yogi Bhajan  
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Beginning & Ending Your Meditations 

Before starting your meditation state your self  created 
prayer/intention/affirmation out loud and then ‘tune in’ by 

chanting: 

Ong Namo Guru Dev Namo   
Ong Namo Guru Dev Namo   
Ong Namo Guru Dev Namo  

   
Meaning: I bow to the Creative Wisdom, I bow to the Divine Teacher  

within.  
  

Aad Guray Nameh  
Jugad Guray Nameh  
Sat Guray Nameh  

Siri Guru Dayvay Nameh 

This is a for protection & projection  

After completing your meditation chant:  

Sat Nam 
Sat Nam 
Sat Nam 

Meaning: Truth is my identity. 
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Breath Rhythm to Regulate the Menstrual Cycle 

On the physical level, the pituitary and pineal glands are stimulated and 
brought into rhythm by the four part breathing. On a mental level, nega-
tive thought patterns can be erased and a new balance established. On 
an auric level, a clear radiance and projection can be achieved.Begin 
with 3 minutes. The time can be increased by 1 minute daily up to 7 
minutes, then practiced for a week or so at 7 minutes, then increased 
again by a 1 minute per day, up to 31 minutes. 

Instructions: 
Sit in Easy Pose, with the spine straight. 

Wrists are resting on the knees, elbows straight, palms facing up. 
Eyes are closed. 

Inhale through the nose in a four-part Segmented Breath. 

Press the index finger to the thumb on the first sniff, as you mentally vi-
brate Saa. 

Press the middle finger to the thumb on the second sniff, as you mentally 
vibrate Taa. 

Press the ring finger to the thumb on the third sniff, as you mentally vi-
brate Naa. 

Press the little finger to the thumb on the fourth sniff, as you mentally vi-
brate Maa. 

Exhale in one long stroke. The rhythm will be 8 beats: Inhale segmented 
breath in 4 strokes, exhale in one long stroke for 4 beats. 

© The Teachings of  Yogi Bhajan
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